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Back to Index Fitzpatrick, J. A Private Record of Public Affairs. Dark olive green cloth boards. A good clean
sound copy. A contemporary account of the events leading up to and surrounding the Jameson Raid during ,
with the Boer War as its inevitable aftermath. Originally written in it was held over due to the three year ban
imposed on the writer and others in the Reform Committee forbidding them from interference in politics by
President Kruger. Fearful that early publication would provide the excuse for the government to banish them
from the Transvaal it was privately circulated only in June It was then updated and published in September
that year. ISBN Inscribed on ffep thus: District Six lives on briefly in this personal memoir of Hettie Adams
and the characters of her family in her world of William Street. The District Six community was uprooted with
the application of the Group Areas Act and dispersed for ever. Despite reparations the area is now part of
upmarket international Cape Town, the original inhabitants mostly consigned to the remote Cape Flat suburbs.
A near Fine unread copy. Rustenberg School For Girls. Inscrip half-title else a Fine copy. Gilt on dark brown
cb. Includes Cape Town directory for the year Illustrated by Tony Grogan. ISBN From with the discovery of
copper ore people flocked to this area. Comprises an edited and translated compilation of the more elusive
contemporary writings. Report by Charles Davidson Bell. Report of Commander M. Journey from Colesburg
to Steinkopf in by Robert Moffat. Namaqualand and its Mining Prospects by W. Namaqualand , and
Bushmanland in the s, by John Blades Currey. The Postcart - Anon. The Copper Mines of Namaqualand by J.
The Little Railways in Namaqualand by R. Copper Mining by E. Dunn A Boy in Namaqualand by J. The Cape
Revisited by H. From Namaqualand to Piquetberg on Foot - Anon. Experiences of a Young Minister in
Namaqualand by W. The Richtersveld by W. Gilt on brown cb. Cape Town 1st edn. ISBN Bain son of
Andrew Geddes Bain constructed 23 major mountain roads, many of them still used more than a century later.
This biography of Bain pays particular attention to his achievements as a road builder. Illustrated by Cora
Coetzee. Owners neat inscrip ffep. Despite listed faults, on first sight a not unattractive copy. ISBN East to
Knysna, north to Clanwilliam, and with her spaniel Liffey at her side, author describes personal tours around
the Cape to those little places hidden away and fogotten. The Valley Of The Lions. A Fine unread copy. ISBN
Compiled from numerous published sources and interviews this tells the strange history of this remotest of
areas and those who live there. History, Roll of Honour, famous old boys, etc. Edited by Roy du Pre. Inscribed
by Authors on title page. Appropriation, evictions, and forced removals cleared the area which is now
unrecognisable after its transformation to an area of upmarket townhouse complexes. Photographs by Ali
Hashemian. Authors worked for many years in the Transkei. They tell the story of a Xhosa woman living there
and her migrant-worker husband, their survival, perseverance, endurance. Includes an outline history of the
Transkei. Gilt title on quarter red on grey, imit leather, with publishers gilt device front board. Cape Town 1st
edition thus. Extensive coverage of the various military posts and camps of the area, places of interest around
KWT, etc. The original edition as self-published by Author in came in wraps. The Story Of Grahamstown. A
history of this Settler town and the turbulent frontier on which it is situated. Gilt on red skivertex. Presently
the only volume. Gilt on red cb. Cape Town Signed by Author on title page. A fictionalised biography based
on fact. Includes letters, journals, giving the experiences of three families of settlers to the Cape, namely the
Pigot family, the Melsetter family and the Taylor family. Illustrated by Penny Miller. Ownership inscrip
half-title, eps browned, VG-F condition. All about ostriches and ostrich farming in the Little Karoo, with a
look at the history of both. Gilt title on green leatherette. Cape Town unnumbered reprint 2nd edition thus.
ISBN Reprinted and now available in an unnumbered edition, otherwise exactly the same as the reprint. Tale
of life on a Karoo farm in the 19thC as seen by a young boy. One of the great Africana classics. Originally
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published in and now a scarce item by any standard. This new edition includes an afterword by Craig Elstob,
great-grandson of the Author, with a section of contemporary and recent photographs. Not a facsimile edition,
but a most attractive production that will undoubtedly become sought after in its own right. ISBN The
standard work on the subject, draws fully on both oral and written sources. An Eastern Cape Farm. Front
wraps stained, contents nice, generally Good. Port Alfred 2nd edition. From Earliest Times to ISBN The
history of Natal has been dramatically revised since the s with new techniques of historical detection,
questioning of standard orthodoxies, and investigation of factors ignored in the past. This volume brings the
changes together to present a new view of the past in this area. Gilt on blue cb. A detailed chronological
history of Natal compiled from contemporary historical sources. The story of Durban from the earliest days,
told by contrasting the new with the old. Drama Of The Drakensberg. ISBN Author writes a history of the
Natal Drakensberg with particular attention to climbing the many peaks. Covers the period and is the story of
the first known white settler in Natal, providing the earliest record extant of life in the then colony. A near
Fine copy. The Tollgate saga was integral to this story which saw the Author a fugitive and living in exile in
Spain. Whatever the rights and wrongs, he stands out as someone prepared to stand up to financial intrigue and
shenanigans at the very highest corporate levels. Bookplate ffep, one stamp ffep, faded spine, protective wrap
secured to pastedowns, internally fine and tightly bound. The seven wonders being: The Premier diamond
mine. The alluvial diamond fields. A mix of history and tourist information like an early T. Based in part on
Sir R. Tracing history through family journals and letters the history of South Africa evolves from early
trading days at the Cape, through the years of the Great Trek, the Zulu wars, the founding of the Orange Free
State, and the Boer War, to follow the fortunes of his people that he sees as the white tribe of Africa and no
longer European.
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Jacana Media Pty Ltd. ISBN Collection of poems, contains poems added after death of author in Writing from
the age of 10 she was 22 at the time of publication. No inscrip, ff browned, VG condition. Jonathan Ball
Johannesburg Blue vynide boards, with inset detail from a Paul Nash painting to front. Malvern revised
edition. Author was the son of Sir Abe Bailey the mining financier, and Lady Mary Bailey the well known
pioneer of aviation across Africa from prewar years. He flew as a fighter pilot in WW2, and besides finally
publishing his wartime verse gives some snippets of information on the planes that he flew. A near Fine copy.
ISBN A story of boyhood against the backdrop of conflict in the s. Hence an attractive but flawed copy. A
Fine unread copy. ISBN 16 anarchical short writings. And Other African Stories. Illustrated by Enrico Arno.
Folk stories from African countries. Notes give the original source of each story and an interpretation.
Ownership inscrip ffep, ff browned, else G-VG condition. Capricorn Cape Town The first Zulu novel novella
originally published in Author was founding president of the ANC, started the first Zulu newspaper, founded
schools, and altogether strived in many areas to forward emancipation in South Africa. Gilt title on terracotta
cb. Sound clean and attractive. The famous South African classic in the popular edition that almost every
South African read as a child. Light crease top corner, else a Fine copy. A compilation of their favourite
cartoons from the first five years. Including never before published artwork, humorous anecdotes,
behind-the-scenes true stories and embarassing moments. Somewhere Over The Rainbow Nation. ISBN A
collection of poems questing into the nature of spirituality and love. FF browned, near VG condition.
Tafelberg Cape Town A collection of the best contributions to the Did You Hear? Crease to rear wrap, hence
G-VG condition. New Adventures In African Fiction. ISBN More than a story of an eleven-year old boy who
feels closer to the world of animals than to people, it is an exploration of blurred boundaries and overturned
trust. A tale of obsession and trauma. London 1st edition. A novel about love across the colour line. Only her
name, Poppie Rachel Nongena, born Matati, is invented. The facts were related to the Author not only by
Poppie herself, but by members of her immediate family and her extended family or clan. Craighall, South
Africa, 1st edn thus. ISBN Locally published version of this classic work. Large soft cover, pp. Homo Nosce
Te Ipsum. A young coloured artist attends a local university and soon becomes involved with his fellow white
students. Very good clean copy. Bantam Press, London Edited and with an afterword by Stephen Gray. Edges
foxed, ownership inscription. Cape Town 1st edn. ISBN The manuscript lay in archives as the paper
restrictions of the impending WW2 precluded publishing it at that time. This the first edition marks the
centenary of his birth. Carrefour Press, Cape Town The Outstanding Tagel Handbook. Wraps lightly rubbed,
else VG condition. South Africa Jewish humour. Wraps rubbed, ff browned, a Good sound copy. Ownership
signature of Don MacLennan. Tafelberg Publishers, Cape Town. ISBN The story of a black policeman whose
quest for justice led to disastrous consequences for him and his family in ISBN Short short stories and verse
by over 30 writers. Brief biographical entries on all. Ravan Press, Johannesburg Section devoted to Steve
Bikop. Author records the oral testimony of myth and legend of the Bantu peoples of Southern Africa. Neat
ownership inscrip ffep else near Fine. ISBN A debut collection of short stories from poet and journalist author.
ISBN Material produced by popular singers and poets, all of the material here having been performed without
recourse to writing. Older material is arranged systematically, newer material by performer. Ex publisher
AuthorHouse Bloomington This is his third collection of poetry. Harry Owen now lives and works in South
Africa. Cheshire Poet Laureate Cheshire County Council London 3rd imp of 1st edition. Illustrated by Lee
Voigt. Johannesburg 1st edition. Animal stories for young and old with lovely illustrations. The characters and
places were taken from her own family background and reflect the conflict of diverse cultures. Short-listed for
the M-Net fiction award. A clean looking copy. Printed wraps, 8vo, pp. A near VG copy. Woodcut
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illustrations by Cecil Skotnes. Cape Town 1st edition. An unread Mint copy. Unexpected consequences occur
when the wife leaves her husband for his best friend and he tries to win her back with magical spells. Her
second novel mixes a friendship triangle with war, love, death, betrayal, and the afterlife. ISBN In this
profound novel by acclaimed poet and novelist, the liberation struggle is hastening to an end. It also reflects
the alternating hopes and fears on the part of those committed to change, for the new South Africa shortly to
rise from the ashes of the old. Abacus, Great Britain Fourth in the No. Second in the No. A 44 Scotland Street
Novel. Illustrated by Iain McIntosh. Third in the No. Winner of the Saga Award for Wit. Photographed By
The Readers of Getaway.
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W.C. Scully (29 October - 25 August ) is one of South Africa's best-known authors, although little known outside South
Africa. In addition to his work as an author, his paid work was principally as a magistrate in Springfontein, South Africa,
as well as in Namaqualand and the Transkei.
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best-known authors, although little known outside South Africa. In addition to his work as an author, his paid work was
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Little Namaqualand eastward along the Orange River / [Robert Moffat] --Namaqualand and its mining prospects / by
W.G. Atherstone Namaqualand / John Blades Currey Bushmanland in the 's / John Blades Currey.
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